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The California public continues to be sharply divided over the merits of a proposed constitutional
amendment that would prohibit the development of subscription or "pay TV". According to the latest measure
ment obtained by the Co lifornia Poll, about as many people favor the amendment as disapprove of it.
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During the first week in Maya statewide cross section oVvoters was interviewed and asked for
:i:ts ~;Teaction

to the initiative constitutional amendment, which, if passed, would ban subscription TV in

California. The title of the amendment as it wi II appear on the November ballot was shown to this sampl ing
of representative voters throughout the state and each was asked: "If you were voting today, would you
approve or disapprove of this addition to the State Constitution?"
The results show almost an even distribution of those favoring or opposin!~ the measure with a
substantial segment having a qualified or undecided view
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Disapprove of amendment
Approve of amendment
Qualified
No opinion. . . . .

42%
41
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At the present time pay-television programs can be transmitted either over the air or by cable.
One over the air experiment has been authorized by the Federal Communication Commission for Hartford,
Connecticut. Currently one company, Subscription TV, Inc. ·is planning to use a cable system to transmit
pfograms to subscribers in Los Angeles and San Francisco some time this summer.
The Los Angeles Dodgers and San Francisco Giants have a stake in this company and will allow
their baseball games not now seen on television to be transmitted in subscriber homes. Costs per family for
each game has been reported to be $1.50. First run movies and other entertainment vehicles have been
promised and will cost in the range of 25 cents to $3000 for each program watched.

(MORE)

The California Poll was founded in 1946 as a medium for promoling pubhc opinion research. The California Poll is complelely independent of all pOhtical parties and candidates. Its sole purpose is to report
public opinion accurately and objectively. Most of the financial support for the Poll comes from newspapers that have publication rights within the city of puhlication. The Poll utilizes accepted scientific
sampling and questioning procedures in obtaining the data reported in its releases. Representative samples of adults are interviewed at periodic intervals on electi'ln issues and other socially important ques
tions of the day. Proportionate numbers of people of both sexes, from all parts of the state, from different sized communities. and of all age, economic, political, and occupation groups are included in the
samples. Major surveys ate made with samples of (200 or more respondents. Interim surveys sometimes ale made with smaller samples but not less than 601l interviews.
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Opponents of the pay-TV concept claim that it will eventually result in viewers having to pay
for what they now see on free-TV.

They fear that a

large segment of the public will embrace enough of

pay TV to reduce the audience for commercial or free TV. They argue that diminishing the audience to the
present entertainment portions of television which are now sponsored by advertisers will not permit TV
stations to perform their present public service broadcasting.
Proponents of the idea say that pay TV will not replace free TV but will be an adjunct to it.
Pay TV people say they are opening up new areas of home entertainment and that the public will decide by
thei r acceptance or rejection whether pay TV should be in their homes. Further, they argue that the initiative
goes against our free enterprise system and violates the first and fourteenth amendments to the Constitution.
The issue effects the whole enterta inment industry and the stakes are VE!ry high. Cal ifornia
appears to be the battleground, and the outcome of this issue will certainly have an effect on the future
course of pay TV throughout the country for some time to come.
The California Poll will continue to follow this campaign between now and November and will
report the trend of opinion (in the

). Tomorrow the Cal ifornia Poll wi II report on current publi c

thinking about the lottery measure which has also qualified for the November ballot.
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TELEVISION PROGRAMS. IN ITIATIVE. Declares it contrary to publ ic pol icy
to permit development of subscription television business. Provides no charge
shall be made to public for television programs transmitted to home television sets.
Contracts inconsistent with free transmission made after effective date of Act or
still executory are void. Act does not apply to community, hotel, or apartment
antenna systems, or non-profit educational television systems. In jured person may
seek damages or in junction for violation of Act. Repeals Sections 35001-35003,
Revenue and Taxation Code, relating to subscription television.
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